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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
JOHN has contributed to the dictionary with 4154 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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miembros podálicos
PODALIC LIMBS feet

migrante no acompañado
UNACCOMPANIED MIGRANT can be understood in two ways 1 .  person who leaves his country to settle in another
and who travels alone.  2 .  Person who has entered another country with the intention of residing outside his own and
who for these purposes has a support or accompaniment of institutions such as NGOs, the United Nations, private or
public organizations. Venezuelan migrants in Chile have a federation to accompany national migrants

mihilla
MIHILLA in Spain : Granada term for pinch, small amount ( of something ) 

mila kunis
MILA KUNIS film and television actress, born in Ukraine (August 14, 1983) and naturalized American.  Her real name is
Milena Markovna Kunis.  She has acted on That 70's Show, voiced Meg Griffin in Family Guy, and Solara in The Book of
Eli, Lily in Black Swan, Jamie in Friends with Benefits, Lori in Ted, Theodora, the Witch of the West in Oz: The Great
and Powerful and Amy Mitchell in Bad Moms.

milagros
MIRACLES 1 .  pl.  of MIRACLE .  2 .  Female name

milénico
MILLENNIAL Castilianization of millennial.   ( born ) between 1981 and 1993 although some extend it until 1995

milquientista
MILQUIENTISTA athlete specialized in running 1500 meters flat

mimd
MIMD modern MULTIPROCESSING technology, based on the simultaneous and asynchronous manipulation of data by
the same computer, which has between 2 and 16 CPUs (always in power modules of 2 ).  The acronym corresponds to
the acronym in English 'Multiple Instructions, Multiple Data', that is, multiple instructions are executed simultaneously to
treat various groups of data.  This model brings with it data consistency problems, complex to solve properly. 

mimetizarse
BLEND in with the environment, taking advantage of the colors and appearance of that. 

mindset
MINDSET textually fixation and mental organization; set of thoughts and beliefs that give rise to our way of thinking and
acting.  In the business environment the MINDSET business is the heart of the history of the company that is installed
and permeates among the staff through generations and that inspires them to be better. 

mindy
MINDY from the English mind, 'mind' and the ending -and equivalent to the suffix -mind; mentally.  As a woman's proper



name Mindy and Mindi are a deformation of Mandy, which comes from Latin and means "who loves very much".  In turn,
in Spanish, German and English Mandy is a diminutive of Amanda. 

minetear
MINETEAR del lunfardo , used in Buenos Aires : action of sucking and licking the vulva or clitoris to excite and cause
climax.  2 .  Make the MINETA

minga
Minga 1 .  pre-Columbian tradition of community or voluntary collective work for purposes of social utility or regrowth that
is practiced in Chiloé to set up and move a complete house of place.  It is also used even in other Latin American
countries

mini balcón
MINI BALCONY error by MINIBALCÓN , small balcony , balcony

minibatería
MINIBATTERY small set : MINIBATTERY kitchen .  2 .  Children's musical drums to entertain themselves. 

minicanelón
MINICANELÓN cylindrical cannelloni of small size that is filled with different culinary delicacies such as 1 .   pasta for
lasagnas, spinach, walnuts, ricotta, ginger, garlic 2 .  Supreme chicken, ricotta, onion, red bell pepper, green bell pepper
3 .  Lasagna , laminated chamignones , leek , carrot , mussarella

minicartera
MINICARTERA Women's bag of minimum size, in which you can carry very few things, all small, such as cell phone,
documents, keys, pills, bills and coins, handkerchief, notebook and some makeup such as lipstick and powders. 

minicomputadoras
MINICOMPUTERS pl .  of MINICOMPUTER, computer of an intermediate size, between a traditional computer and a
microcomputer.  It is not related to the power of the CPU, but to the type of processor.  Thus, microcomputers are
named for the appearance in the 70s of microprocessors, which when they had an input keyboard and a screen were
called microcomputers or coordinators.  The minicomputers have an average power with respect to the state-of-the-arts
of the moment, because they are very powerful if compared to megacomputers of previous generations.  They have the
characteristic of being able to work in isolation or connected to a central computer. 

minidepresión
MINI-DEPRESSION 1 .  small sinking.  2 .  Minor psychological depression. 

minielección
MINI-CHOICE simple, of little importance choice between two or more alternatives. 

miniensayo
MINI-ESSAY A small amount test, minor test, preliminary test, non-exhaustive test, partial evidentiary test. 



minientrevista
MINI-INTERVIEW of short duration or informal character. 

minihidro
MINIHIDRO mini-hydroelectric plants.  It is a means of generating non-conventional renewable energies (NCRE) that
transforms hydraulic energy into electrical energy, by means of one or more turbines. 

minihospital
MINIHOSPITAL Small Hospital.  2 .  Place where there are a large number of wounded receiving help. 

minikayak
 . MINIKAYAK canoe smaller than normal.  Originally they were canoes for a single crew, but today they are used for
sports purposes in crossings through torrential rivers with capacity for 1 to 4 people, being the MINIKAYAK a
monoripulated canoe. 

ministerio de trabajo
MINISTRY OF LABOR One of the ministries that all countries have, in charge of everything related to labor

minisubsidio
MINI-SUBSIDY Small monetary aid from the State to the persons it determines. 

minka
MINKA View MINGA

mioglobina
MYOGLOBIN is a muscle heteroprotein, structurally and functionally very similar to hemoglobin.  It also has a heme
group containing an iron atom.  It is small in size and has oxygen attached, which provides extra oxygen so that the
muscles can maintain a high level of activity for an extended period of time.  When a muscle is damaged, the myoglobin
in the muscle cells is released into the bloodstream. 

mioma hipoecoico
HYPOECHOIC FIBROID A fibroid is a benign tumor or neoplasms that appears in the myometrium, wall of the uterus for
reasons still unknown, but attributable to hereditary factors, obesity.  early menstruation and others.  The attribute of
HYPOECHOIC refers to that it produces little resonance (little intense echo) when low-frequency waves are fired over
the lesion, meaning that the fibroid is liquid, fat or low-density tissue. 

miopatía metabólica
METABOLIC MYOPATHY Myopathy is a deficiency in bone musculature.  Myopathies are deficiencies in the bone
musculature.  Metabolic deficiencies are caused by enzymatic enetic deficiencies, which affect the metabolism of
glycogen, lipids, mitochondrial respiratory chain or purines.  They are treated with splints, physiotherapy, medication,
surgery and orthopedic elements. 

miopatía metabólica
METABOLIC MYOPATHY Myopathies are deficiencies in the bone musculature.  Metabolic deficiencies are caused by
enzymatic genetic deficiencies, which affect the metabolism of glycogen, lipids, mitochondrial respiratory chain or



purines.  They are treated with splints, physiotherapy, medication, surgery and elements.  Orthopedic. 

mirroring
MIRRORING anglicism derived from MIRROR, 'mirror' and means MIRRORING, duplicating.  In digital services,
mirroring with the data is used to protect the information in case of contingencies. 

mirrorscreen
MIRRORSCREEN or Mirror Screen, anglicism derived from mirror, 'mirror', and screen, 'screen', 'screen mirror', 'mirror
screen';  technology that allows you to connect the SmartPhone to the car and adapt the applications to drive safely. 
Another version allows you to mirror the image on a touch screen; see SCREEN MIRRORING

mirtha
MIRTHA Mirtha is a proper name of Greek origin that comes from the shrub called myrtle, myrtle or murta, considered in
ancient times a symbol of love and beauty since it was consecrated to Aphrodite, goddess of love. 

miserabilización
MISERABILIZATION Impoverishment, conversion to the condition of miserable

mishasho
MISHASHO basura nasua, is called in Peru (Nasua nasua), a carnivorous mammal of the family of procyonids that
inhabits the South American jungles and in the southern part of Central America.  It has an elongated mouth, bulging
eyes and a tail with rings so it is also called a ring-tailed coati.

mixtear
MIX MIXing one thing with another: MIXING drugs and alcohol. 

míster queja
MISTER COMPLAINT Mister, 'sir' burlesque and contemptuous expression to designate who sees everything in a
negative way and lives crying miseries. 

mnima
MNIMA SPAM

mobo
MOBO in Mexico: company dedicated to the commercialization of covers, chargers, cases for cell phones, cables,
smartwatches, wearables and refurbished cell phones. 

mochilas
MOXHILAS pl .  BACKPACK, Canvas bag or fabric designed to be fitted to the back. 

mochuelos
OWLS pl .  of MOCHUELO , nocturnal bird of prey of the family strigidae



modo acuático
WATER MODE 1 .  Apple Watch series 2 or later lock, to protect it in the water.  It can be done by manual process, but
the lock is automatically activated if you enter the water with it.  To unlock it and throw the remains of water from the
speaker, the Digital Brown is rotated, in any direction, on the side of the Apple Watch until the screen appears Unlocked.
 2 .  Single released by K Stillo in 2020.  3 .  In the game Guild Wars 2, water mode is a game mode applied when the
player is immersed in the water.  At that time, the characters change their head armor to their breathing piece and use
water weapons in addition to the underwater skills of the profession.  In this mode, players can explore and enter
combat, becoming more dangerous as they enter greater depths. 

mohea
MOHEA brand of hair creams the name comes from MODIFIED HAIR or MODIFYING HAIR, hair corrector

mohenjo
MOHENJO apocope of MOHENJO-DARO ancient city in the Indian Valley, today part of Pakistan, whose real name is
unknown.  The assigned means 'mound of death'

mojoncho
MOJONCHO in Venezuela: Dessert made with cooked ripe banana, grated coconut and papelón. 

moll adossat
MOLL ADOSSAT dock ADOSSAT of the port of Barcelona, Spain. 

momentito
MOMENT EXCLAMATION that is said to another person so that he knows that he will have to wait a short time, of a few
minutes, to be attended. 

mona droga
TOLUENE is the main inhalable consumed in Mexico and the one used to make "monas", which consists of a piece of
cloth, paper, gauze or other fiber moistened with this substance in order to inhale it.  "Mona" or "chemo" is a substance
that Mexican teenagers are consuming today. 

monarcal
MONARCHAL relative to or belonging to the monarchy

mondragonada
MONDRAGONADA muddy football that makes a goalkeeper score a goal.  It derives from the Colombian goalkeeper of
Lebanese origin Faryd Mondragón Ali, who played for the national team in Brazil 2014. 

monedero digital
DIGITAL WALLET Wallets are private interactive applications that allow you to check a balance, operate with
cryptocurrencies or see the operations executed.  The security that 'wallets' or digital wallets have, unlike banks, is that
they allow the user to sign transactions with full control of their private keys. 

mongolia
MONGOLIA East Asian country.  It borders Russia to the north and China to the south.  Its capital is Ulaanbaatar, where



just over 1.5 million inhabitants reside, out of a total of approximately 3.5 million. 

monjes
MONKS pl .  of MONK, priest or religious who lives in community in a monastery. 

mono peludo
FURRY MONKEY in Chile: Affectionate nickname that women give to their male partners, sometimes without
necessarily being hairy.  2 .  Hirsute monkey, with great hair or a lot of fur. 

monoblock
MONOBLOCK Taps in which the amount of hot and cold water is commanded with a single command. 

monogámico
MONOGAMOUS having sex with only one partner

monologica
MONOLOGIC f .  of MONOLOGIC, which leaves no room for uncertainty or ambiguity. 

monomando
MONOMANDO we have already defined this word before. Integrated faucets that control hot and cold water with a
single command. 

monomanitico
MONOMANITICO SPAM

monomodo
MONOMODE that works, serves or acts in a single way. 

monoploide
MONOPLOID A cell carrying only a chromosomal complement (usually an aberration) or an organism composed of a
single set of chromosomes, unlike the DIPLOID, which has chromosomes from both parents. 

monopolstico
MONOPOLSTICO SPAM

monotributo social
SOCIAL MONOTRIBUTE social recognition of unique character (which is given to a person or divinity) 

monotunia
MONOTUNIA Uniformity of tone or intonation .  Talk without showing any joy or enthusiasm or discomfort, regret or
annoyance2 . Lack of variety, which produces boredom or tiredness. 



monstrua
MONSTRUA neologism to designate a female monster.  It is used figuratively, to highlight the qualities of an outstanding
woman in some subject. 

monstrua
MONSTRUA neologism to designate a female monster.  It is used figuratively, to highlight the qualities of an outstanding
woman in some subject. 

montanistas
Spam Montanistas

monte merapí
MOUNT MERAPI error by Mount Merapi or Marapi (in Malay, mountain of fire), is the most active volcano in Indonesia. 
It has a conical shape and is located on the island of Central Java, about 400 km southeast of Jakarta.  With its 2 . 911
meters of altitude, it has erupted 69 times from 1548 to 2022. 

monte yuyo
MONTE YUYO and also MONTEYUYO Mentha x piperita, sterile hybrid obtained from the crossing of aquatic mint and
peppermint, ? which occasionally occurs spontaneously in the temperate regions of Europe.  In Chile it is called
bergamot or yuyo.  Violet flowers and mint-like leaves.  Its controlled cultivation began in England in the seventeenth
century.  It is very aromatic

montepios
MONTEPIOS pl .  of MONTEPIO, residual pension that the widow receives when the retired holder dies. 

montevideo
MONTEVIDEO Montevideo is Uruguay's capital .  It means the sixth mount from east to west.  It means MONTE VI ( 6 in
Roman numerals ) D ( de ) E ( east ) O ( west ) . 

monteyuyo
MONTEYUYO See MONTEYUYO

moradas
DWELLINGS pl .  of MORADA , housing , place where you dwell 2 .  adj.  m .  and f .  violet in color

morangueira
GALICIAN MORANGUEIRA for the plant that produces morangos or wild strawberries

morbilidad
MORBIDITY percentage of people suffering from a specific pathology, in a specific place, and in a given period of time,
with respect to the total population of that population. 

morder los labios
BITE (BE) THE LIPS (a person): it is an anxious reaction in which the person tries to repress and restrain himself from



saying something, urinating, reaching the climax and other acts that are difficult to control, such as enduring physical
pain.  It also occurs in acts of tension when you see a scene that impacts, that excites and you want to control the tears. 

moreno claro
LIGHT BROWN The brown color is an intermediate skin between black and white.  It is a brown, more strictly.  Tones
vary in a spectrum from light brown to dark brown, or from light brown (son of a white and a mestizo, for example) to
dark brown (son of a black and a mestizo, for example) 

morillóns
MORILLÓNS in Galicia : Fragaria vesca is one of the names in Galician for the wild strawberry.  They are everywhere. 
Of white flowers, they are to grow yellow and ripen red, contrasting with the unmistakable toothed green leaves. By
areas of Deza they are known as morillóns, to converge in name with the érbedo (here morogo).  They call them
morillón in Cruces, in Carballo es careixón, in Ribadavia morodo and in Tui morote.  Also amorillón, amorón, amorillote. 
The plant is called amorilloteira in Galician.  

morinda
MORINDA scientific name of a genus of about 80 species of flowering plants of the order Gentianales of the family
Rubiaceae.  They are trees, shrubs and natural vines of the tropical zones, originating in Polynesia and Australia, better
known and marketed as NONI, although MORINDA pills are also sold.  It is anti-inflammatory, analgesic and improves
the immune system, supposedly by its content of norepinephrine, scopoletin and others.  Ferris wheel juice is antiviral
and bactericidal so it is used in the treatment of taeniasis, stomach ulcers, gastritis, skin lesions and respiratory
disorders such as cold and angina.  It is contraindicated in people with kidney deficiency because of its high potassium
content.  The roots contain anthrakinases that produce liver damage. 

morogueiro
MOROGUEIRO Portuguese name of a set of rosaceas, which in Spanish are called strawberry, strawberry and the like. 

morongueiro
MORONGUEIRO See MORONGUEIRO Portuguese name of FRESA or FRUTILLA

morry
MORRY Ointment containing the active substance salicylic acid .  Salicylic acid has keratolytic action, that is, when
applied to the skin it dissolves keratin, allowing the elimination of corns, rooster eyes, hardness and common warts. 

moscareta de corona amarilla
Tyrannulus elatus, a bird commonly known as a crowned flycatcher, is a passerine bird, native to Central and South
America.  Only species of the genus Tyrannulus, about 14 cm long and 27 of wingspan, with a slender beak and
hunched over at the tip, blackish back, reddish and white breast next to the rump, sides of the neck and in a wing spot. 

mosquerito coronado
CORONADO MOSQUERITO Tyrannulus elatus Small-billed flycatcher whose habitat is Central and South America,
commonly found in the canopy.  Its belly is of intense yellow color and totally differentiated from the head, which is gray
and pale whitish eyebrow.  It has white wing bars.  Listen to the so-called "whiiir" with little energy.  It is a passerine bird
in the family Tyrannidae, the only species in the genus Tyrannulus. 

mostasa



MOSTASA ortographic mistake for MOSTAZA, mustard

motajo
SPELT derogatory augmentative of nickname, nickname . 

motajos
MOTAJOS pl .  by MOTAJO

motoguadaña
SIMILAR to the saw that is attached to an electric motor and turned into a CHAINSAW, the scythe is a SCYTHE to
which an electric motor has been incorporated, allowing to cut large amounts of stems and grass almost effortlessly. 

motonera
MOTONERA f .  of MOTONERO, nautical: person who was dedicated to manufacture or make a motón, such as the
one-eyed notebook, or cashier, and is used to compose a rigging of a boat.  EtymologyOrigen, history or formationThis
word in its etymology comes from the noun "motón" and the suffix "ero" that indicates, trade, profession, position,
employment, work or that performs an activity. 

motonero
MOTONERO is a term typical of nautical and is of ancient use.  It was a trade that could be a manufacturer, elaborator
or maker of a motón, element of the navy, such as the notebook of a single box, part of the nautical rigging with which
the ropes are manipulated, and, consequently, the driving and docking of a boat. 

motora
MOTORBOAT Small boat equipped with engine. 

motón
MOTÓN Náutica : element that is part of the rigging to drive, dock or set sail a boat, how can it be a one-eyed notebook,
a pulley, a garrucha, a vigota, trocla, roldana or any element through which ropes that are part of the nautical rigging are
passed. 

movérsela
MOVÉRSELA reflexive form of the verb to move, to change the place of sonething (or oneself). The suffix "la" means it,
f.; Move it, change it's place (to her or for her, or from where she left it)

movilidad jubilatoria
RETIREMENT MOBILITY in Argentina: expression that defines the law to determine how the pensions of retirees are
readjusted quarterly.  Formula specifies 50% based on the resources allocated to the Anses and 50% based on the
evolution of the salaries of active workers. 

movilizacin
SPAM MOBILIZATION

mtjal



MTJAL typo by MYJAL ( The 'T' and 'Y' are contiguous letters ) 

mucha plata
A LOT OF MONEY

muchachera
MUCHACHERA f .  of MUCHACHERO, in Mexico and Nicaragua, adult who likes to relate to young people. 

muchardón
MUCHARDÓN Calocybe gambosa a very common white mushroom.  It is most appreciated when it is small. 

mucho tiempo atrás
LONG AGO, in the past, (already) long ago, in the distant past, difficult to indicate exactly. 

mueliar
MUELIAR deformation of MUELEAR .  In Cuba: chat, talk Also talk with the intention of convincing.  2 .  In Venezuela:
lying, telling stories of dubious credibility, telling.  In Rep .  Dominican: galantaer, throw lances to a woman. 

muerta de hambre
STARVING F .  of STARVING DEAD, poor

mujer bella
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN beautiful woman, attractive, cute

mujer bonita
PRETTY WOMAN has no other meaning than that implied by both words separately, so it makes no sense for them to
form an entry in this dictionary (or any other) See WOMAN and see PRETTY

mujer florero
WOMAN VASE woman who does not perform any professional work or outside the home, and who only live to appear
and please men and whose life revolves around themselves and their personal enjoyment.  2 .  Crazy woman and
obsessive about her personal appearance, who lives to be admired for her personal attractiveness, as a vase in a living
room could be. 

mujer poderosa
POWERFUL WOMAN woman with high level of authority and ability to order, direct, and freedom of action. 

mujerengo
MUJERENGO from the Portuguese mulherengo .  Effeminate, yellowish

mujeron
MUJERON MISPELLING of a form of the verb 'MUGIR', to moo. 3rd person plural of the undefined mode: MUGIERON,
and not MUJERON, as it is an irregular verb. There is an complex and unpredictable way of using g or j in some verbs



or adjectives, according to the evolution from old spanish and the Spain region where it was mostly used in the middle
age and before that.

mujeron
Mujeron error by mugieron third pers.  Pl.  of the verb MUGIR or, failing that, it could be WOMAN A WOMAN with a very
attractive body.  Augmentative women. 

multicanal
MULTICHANNEL marketing strategy to address the largest number of platforms and adapt the message in each case
when they are incompatible. 

multicausal
MULTICASUAL that there are several causes

multicromático
MULTICHROMANTIC of various colors

multifactorial
MULTIFACTORIAL that obeys multiple causes

multilabor
MULTILABOR mode of operation of a computer that works in multitasking mode, that is, simultaneously processing
several independent processes by data swapping.  This is feasible because the processing speed is many times faster
than the transfer speed of the channels that connect the I/O devices with the CPU, RAM and cache. 

multiliguismo
MULTILIGUISM error by MULTILIGUISM Quality of sharing, speaking, teaching or expressing something in several
languages. 

multilinguismo
MULTILINGUALISM Quality of speaking or using several languages. 

multiplataforma
MULTIPLATFORM that can be processed, watched, listened to in various modalities and equipment, such as, television,
tablet, computer, cell phone, laptop, Netflix, internet: multiplatform application, multiplatform video game (in which each
player can interact with others even if they are on different platforms). 

multipotencia
MULTIPOTENCY Quality of stem cells to be MULTIPOTENT TES

multipotencial
MULTIPOTENTIAL ability of a person to excel in more than one specialty.  2 ability of stem cells to differentiate in a
restricted way into cells of the same type or region.  For example, stem cells of the central nervous system can only
differentiate into three types of nerve cells: neurons, E]astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (myelin, sheath). 



multipotente
MULTIPOTENT cell capable of producing a limited range of cell lineages differentiated according to their location; thus
the stem cells of the central nervous system have the potential to generate only three types of cells (nerves), namely
neurons, oligodendrocytes and astrocytes. 

multiproceso
Multithreading In computing: Mode of operation of a computer's CPU, in which it can execute totally independent task
codes by returning one code and then another.  Since the channels and read from memory or fixed disks is lower than
the electronic processing speed, the CPU is capable of processing multiple applications "simultaneously" without clutter. 
Moreover, to feed it more quickly you have cache memories, which store the most frequently required codes in a
repetitive way, as could be a routine of "written amount" in a process of issuing payment checks.  There is a second
form of multithreading and it is when the computer has several processors or CPUs, which are powered simultaneously. 
This allows for enormous processing speed, as might be required in case of manipulating big data or in cases of double
or triple redundancy required, such as in the launch of a manned rocket or a space telescope. 

multisegmento
MULTISEGMENT marketing term.  Market segmentation consists of the division of the market into a series of
homogeneous subgroups or segments to apply the different strategies appropriate to case one.  For example, 2
subgroups can be divided, men and women, and within them, various age groups, 9-12, 13-18, 19-30, 31-60, 60.  This
would constitute a segment strategy. 

multisindical
MULTI-UNION that includes several unions

multígamo
A multigamous person who marries several women and lives with them (together or separately) simultaneously over
time. 

multrun
MULTRUN anglicism derived from MULTRUM, word of Swedish origin contraction of MULTNA, 'mold, compost and
RUN', 'room' (similar to room in English); composting container, usually intended to break down excreta from the toilet. 
2 .  Catuto . Cooked and peeled mote wheat seasoned and kneaded in an elongated and punctuated form at both ends
that can be fried or baked, and with sweet or salty taste.  It is served with honey, jam, pebre or garlic sauce. 

munus docendi
MUNUS DOCENDI Can .  Mission to proclaim and teach the word of God, prophetic dimension.  It is the first duty, in
addition to the MUNUS sanctificandi and the MUNUS regendi, of the triple priestly mission (of the Church) (triplex
MUNUS).  2 .  Craft of teaching

muñidos
MUÑIDOS error by MUNIDOS , pl .  of p. p .  from the verb MUNIR , provide , provision

murcianadas
MURCIANADAS typical things of Murcia, city of the southeast of Spain, capital of the homonymous region.  Murcia is a
university city and the MURCIANADAS are usually activities and games typical of the students. 



murciaro
MURCIANO natural or belonging to Murcia, university city in the southeast of Spain of

muritico
MURITICO SPAM

musgum
MUSGUM As we said yesterday, musgum is an ethnic group and a people that is in Cameroon.  They are in Cameroon
and Chad and there are about 290. 000 people, living in typical huts made of mud in the shape of a missile warhead

muy agradable
VERY PLEASANT amenos, which produces pleasure, attraction, satisfaction

muy mal
MUY MAL very bad Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be pretty bad, awful

música urbana
URBAN MUSIC In Chile: new phenomenon of the music scene in Chile.  They are artists who are literally born in the
street or the neighborhood, and who have hundreds of thousands of followers because they become known for going to
television contests or publishing on the networks.  2 .  More universally, it is popular Latin music, such as reggaeton,
trap or hip hop.   3 .  Música urbana is a Spanish jazz-rock band formed in Barcelona in 1976.  It lasted until 1979, but
had a high impact.

myjal
MYJAL non-profit organization that aims to provide drinking water to all the most vulnerable villages in the world. 
MYJAL is the creation of Maanav Karamchandani.  When Maanav was 6 years old he had the vision to provide clean
drinking water to all of Asia and Africa. 

nación-pasaporte
NATION-PASSPORT passport issued by and for a person belonging to a community or group of people of the same
ethnic origin.  It would be a different passport than that issued by a state, which includes all those born in a country
(mainly) without ethnic or other distinctions. 

nacrar
NACRAR error by NACARAR rice

nada que ver
NOTHING TO SEE Adverbial locution that means You are completely wrong! Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be ná 39 , which see, not at all , false

naftero
NAFTERO 1 .  Gasoline or diesel vehicle.  2 .  Naftero on NAFTA, a trade agreement between the United States,
Canada and Mexico, signed in 1994 and reformed by Donald Trump. 



nalguita
BUTTOCK DIMINUTIVE OF NALGA THE CHEEK OF THE BUTT

nanoesfera
NANOSPHERE sphere or ball of size still invisible to the normal microscope, from the size of micrometers to
nanometers.  It is a particle that contains organic material combined with metallic material and that serves to develop
applications that take advantage of metallic qualities such as magnetism, fluorescence, conductivity or iridescence,
useful in medical applications such as radiodiagnostics, nuclear medicine, electronics, particle manipulation, sensor
technology. 

nanosatélite
NANOSATELLITE satellite of very small size with respect to a normal one, of the order of tens of centimeters wide and
long, even more than a microsatellite.  The size varies from that of a breadbasket (e.g., tens of centimeters on each side
and a few kilograms in weight) to that of a school bus (several meters on each side and thousands of kilos), says
Barnhart, who is dedicated to designing satellites.

nanotransportar
NANOTRANSPORT 1 .  Transport nanoparticles 2 .  Transport nanodistances. 

naranja-crema
ORANGE-CREAM sust .  and adj which has an orange and cream color scheme. 

narracin
SPAM NARRATION

nash
NASH View NAZHLY

nashly
NASHLY is a feminine given name.  2 .  It is said in American urban language of a woman who has two personalities
and who changes according to who is with her.  Sometimes it is normal, but frequently has a wild behavior, being hot
and wet, and with whom you will have a fun time. 

nasli
NASLI name m .  of Arab origin.  According to the site todopapá means offspring, offspring, children.  But also this site
argues that nazli is an f-name.  which means delicate, beautiful, precious.  Clearly suspicious and surely one or both
definitions are false.  The concrete thing is that it is a name of both woman and man and its meaning according to those
who carry it is offspring.  But the normal thing is to write it with z and not with s. 

natacha
NATACHA feminine name of Russian origin .  It means 'relative to birth'.  It is equivalent to Natalia in Spanish. 

natural killer
NATURAL KILLER term that comes from the English and means born killer, abbreviated NK, are different lymphocytes
of type T or type B, as well as the markers CD4 or CD8, which participate in immune defense.  They were previously



called large granular lymphocytes.  Its function is the destruction of infected cells and cancer cells, in addition to
regulating immune responses.  They are not phagocytic cells, but destroy the cells through attack on their plasma
membrane by cytolysis.  These cells are thought to detect the target cell by recognition of the abnormal glucocalyx. 
They are also thought to recognize them when infected or tumor cells exhibit peptides of their own in a class I MHC
context.  NK lymphocytes are produced in the bone marrow and their function is to attack infected cells, fungi, bacteria
and viruses by secreting cytokines and enzymes called perforins and granzymes to destroy target cells. 

navarristas
NAVARRISTAS actually, and again and again, queries with spelling errors.  And I say this, because here it is about the
Basque NABARRISTAS who follow the nabarrismo, movement of a political-cultural nature, emerged during the
sixteenth century within the Kingdom of Nabarra located north of the Pyrenees, in the Renaissance.  While to the south
of the Pyrenean mountain range the Spanish occupation gave way to a political-cultural colonization, being the Spanish
Holy Inquisition the main tool or weapon against the natives of the Country, an autochthonous cultural and political
splendor based on the purest Humanism, took place first in the Nabarra University of the castle of Nerac and then in the
Nabarra Court of the castle of Pau.  To this day the NABARRISTAS, or better as they call themselves, pannabarristas,
boast that all 7 Basque territories derive from the Castilian conquest of 1512 and that they are all nabarros. 

navegación legislativa
LEGISLATIVE NAVIGATION set of procedures that a bill carries out until it is enacted.  In a bicameral system it can last
10 years.  It starts in a chamber and the decision to legislate is processed.  If it is rejected it cannot be put on the table
for a year.  Whether it is approved is discussed in general and in particular.  It is sent to the second .  A rejection
provokes his dispatch to a joint committee.  After agreeing the project returns to the initial chamber to be discussed
again.  Many times it is discussed and indications are made.  Then you must return to the first chamber to discuss these
indications, which can be approved or rejected.  If there are rejections, the law returns to a mixed commission.  And so
the years go by until the project is approved.  It passes to the executive for approval and promulgation.  But the resident
p has the right to veto, in which case the project returns to the original legislative chamber to continue navigation
(processing). 

navero
NAVERO 1 .  demonym of Navas de San Juan, Spanish municipality in the province of Jaén, Andalusia, with a
population of less than 5000 inhabitants in 2022.  2 .  Gentilicio of the inhabitants of the municipalities of Las Navas (of
the marquis, of Tolosa, of the Conception, of Sepillar, of San Juan, of the King, of Buitrago).  3 .  Gentilicio de los
habitantes de Los Naveros , town of Cádiz

nayri
NAYRI feminine given name of Armenian origin, meaning land of canyons and rivers.  NAYRI is an expert in bridal
fashion.  In Mexico NAYRI is a hotel in Bucerias, Nayarit of the Ocean Front chain. 

nayrí
NAYRÍ feminine given name of Armenian origin.  It means 'land of canyons and rivers'.  See NAYRI . 

nazhly
NASHLY female name derived from NASH, used as surname .  It is not understood why Nashly asks to know by Nazhly,
a name that does not exist.  Nash comes from archaic Scots and meant 'rough' or 'impertinent' in the expression
nashgab (rough gossip, impertinent fool) or, also, nashgob.  Perhaps it took that meaning from Thomas Nash
(1567-1601) an English playwright and satirical writer. 

ná



NÁ SPAM

námbar
AMBER proper name in Mongolia

ndico
Nico spam

nebulizados
NEBULIZED pl .  of the part .  past the verb NEBULIZE, emit and disperse water vapor and other liquid particularized in
the environment. 

necesidades básicas
BASIC NEEDS Minimum subsistence requirements, which may vary according to each civilized community, but which
will always include food, water, electricity, gas, clothing and public transport, and, depending on the context,
accommodation and even education.  When determining the rise in the cost of living periodically, the latter concepts are
generally not included. 

necrodulia
NECRODULIA from the Greek necro, 'dead, death' and dulía, 'servitude' In English there is no word ending in -dulia and
there is only dulía and hiperdulía, referring to the cult that is paid to the angels and saints, and to the Virgin respectively. 
Then the term should be NECRODULÍA, meaning cult that is taxed to the dead.  However, the accepted term is
NECROLATRY

nedror
NEDROR Surely it is NEMROD, biblical character, or NED ROD and TOD, the neighbors of the Simpsons.  It may be
that it is NED ROREM, award-winning American composer and writer, Pulitzer Prize for music in 1976. 

nefrostomía
NEPHROSTOMY from the Greek nephros, 'kidney' and tomia, 'to cut'; removal of a kidney.  If they were both it is
bilateral nephrostomy (double transplant) 

nefrotomía
NEPHROTOMY see NEPHROSTOMY

negrata
NEGRATA synonym for Nigger, or the word with N', first uttered by American humorist of color Richard Pryor in the '70s,
a word that is taboo even for black politicians today.  It is synonymous with black, but with a great derogatory charge. 

nel
NEL a few days ago I described in detail this term and it is a displeasure to see it disappear, forcing me to work twice as
hard.  Protest. As we said before, NEL is a Mexicanism, like muletilla, which has a negative connotation and sense
similar to 'no, no way' It was popularized internationally for its use by the Chilindrina in El chavo del ocho'Hoy is of
colloquial use in Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, Spain, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Peru.  The expression nel pastel is
also used, as for rhyming, or nelson. 



nemátodo
NEMATODE nematode from my school days I remember that this was a Class, one-edged (Vermes) that included only
3 classes (today they are phyla again), annelids, segmented cylindrical worms, such as leeches and earthworms;
flatworms, symmetrical flatworms such as tapeworms, and nemathelminths or nematodes, cylindrical worms such as
those of hydatid cysts and intestinal worms.  Today it is part of 15 phyla, which include insect larvae, such as caterpillars
(l.  of butterflies ) and CRESAS ( l .  of flies, which eat the corpses).  As an anecdote I can say that the best way to learn
is by teaching what is studied.  I had to prepare a presentation to the course on the vermes and I can remember what I
describe just 65 years later.  Full-time university professors do it more for their drive to learn than for teaching

nemrod
NEMROD name of a biblical character described as the son of Kush, son of Ham, who was the son of Noah.  According
to the book of Genesis he was king of the land of Sinnar in Mesopotamia and "Nimrod was a vigorous hunter before the
Lord." 

neohippie
NEOHIPPIE see HIPPIE belonging to a new generation of young people practicing a modernized hippism

neología
NEOLOGY process of creation or study of neologies

neomonogenismo
NEOMINOGENISM monogenism revised and modernized, doctrine according to which all human races descend from a
primitive and unique type. 

neonacionalista
NEONATIONALIST Supporter of a modernized nationalism. 

neopentecostal
Modern Pentecostal NEOPENTECOSTAL or evangelical movement of Christian churches and organizations that
emphasize the doctrine of the baptism in the Holy Spirit. 

neoplásico
NEOPLASTIC adj .  abnormal and uncontrolled cell growth

neozelands
NEW ZEALAND SPAM

nermal
NERMAL cute tabby gray cat as is Garfield, who is jealous.  NERMAL can be kind at times, but regularly and often
intentionally annoys Garfield and sometimes Odie, causing Garfield to attempt to send him to Abu Dhabi. 

neumoencefalo
PNEUMOENCEPHALON error by PNEUMOENCEPHALON



neuroblastoma
NEUROBLASTOMA cancer that manifests itself in the adrenal glands.   It can develop in the stomach, chest, neck,
pelvis, and bones.  It usually affects children under the age of five.  .  In general pathology, a blastoma is a tumor or
neoplasm of undifferentiated cells or precursor cells. 

neuroeducación
NEUROEDUCATION contraction of neuroscience and education, integration of the branches of education, neuroscience
and psychology to generate strategies that optimize learning by learners.  He worries, in

neuromecanica
NEUROMECANICA spelling error by NEUROMECHANICS

neuromecánica
NEUROMECHANICS art of maintaining optimal functioning of our muscles even though the tendency is that they are
increasingly deteriorated.  Neuromechanics seeks to understand how muscles, sensor organs, generators of movement
patterns and the brain interact to produce coordinated movements, both in complex situations and when unexpected
disturbances occur. 

neutronio
NEUTRONIO As we said yesterday: 1 .  In the scientific field, neutronium is the residual nucleus of a neutron star that
has released its neutrons leaving a very dense mass.  2 .  Before the discovery of the neutron the German chemist
Andreas von Antropoff invented in 1926 the term neutronium, also called "element zero", to refer to a theoretical
substance consisting only of neutrons, ? that is, a chemical element without protons, which would therefore occupy the
atomic number zero in the periodic table of the elements. 

new
NEW new , in English

new age
NEW AGE Anglicism which translates as New Age, but which maintains the Saxon expression throughout the planet.  It
is a lifestyle that encompassed the religious, esoteric, ideological, cultural and musical of the 70s and 80s.  The music
was appeasing and oriented to transcendental meditation.  Enja, Vangelis and Yanni, one of the largest, along with
Kitaro who made spectacular drum solos.  You should listen to them at least once before you die. 

née
NÉE galicism which means 'born'.  It is used in the names of married women or widows, to add the maiden name. 
Saxon countries change women's surnames to that of their husbands.  The German chancellor should be named Angela
Dorothea Sauer NÉE Kasner, but she bore the surname of her first husband, physicist Ulrich Merkel. 

ni por asombro locución
NOR BY AMAZEMENT LOCUTION means without possibility or even close.  It seems more like a deformation of the
voice over by no means, not even closely.

nib
NIB from the English tip name of a Song by Black Sabbath, whose title was given to it by the punctuated chin worn by
Bill Ward. 



nictalopía
NICTALOPÍA pathology consisting of difficulty seeing clearly in dark places or at night because it has difficulty focusing. 
If it is caused by myopia or retinol deficiency, corrective crystals are prescribed.  If it is because of cataracts, surgery is
performed that replaces the natural lens opaque by an artificial lens

ninguneante
NONE who does not, who belittles, despises, disregards or makes invisible (a person or group of them) 

ninofilo
NINOFILO error by NIÑOFILO a neologism for child lover.  When it has a sexual connotation the term used is
PEDOPHILE; when it is an attraction for young pubescents and desserts it is called EPHEBÓFILO or HEBEFIL. 

niñófilo
CHILD WHO LOVES OR LIKES CHILDREN

niolamas
NIOLAMAS word belonging to the gíglico language, invented by Julio Cortázar in chapter 68 of Rayuela, to narrate a
sexual scene between the protagonists Horacio Olivera and the magician Lucía. 

nipster
NIPSTER 1 .  Term used in Germany and England to nickname the followers of hipster culture and who mix it with
neo-Nazi ideology.  2 .  Hipster who likes to lick, suck, bite, twist the nipples of his sexual partner (active), who do it to
him (passive) or who share (flexible).  3 .  Japanese hipster, Japanese contraction and hipster. 

nirve
NIRVE Bicycle Brand

nispster
NISPSTER error by NIPSTER

nivelacin
SPAM LEVELING

nivología
NIVOLOGY Substrate of meteorology, nivology is the science that studies the physical and chemical characteristics of
snow, understood as snowfall and snowfall.  Part of his research is the prediction of melts and avalanches. 

nivológica
NIVOLOGICAL f .  of NIVOLOGICAL, relative or belonging to the nivology

nk
NK short for NATURAL KILLER, 'innate killer' 1.  There are three types of lymphocytes in the blood: T, B and NK.  NK
are part of the body's first defensive barrier against attack by a large number of pathogens.  2 .  Sportswear brand



no acordarse de alguien
DO NOT REMEMBER SOMEONE do not remember a person who met or referred to in a past opportunity. 

no actualizado
NOT UPDATED obsolete, which is not up to date

no alcanzan mis recursos
DO NOT REACH MY RESOURCES I do not have enough money

no brillar
DO NOT SHINE fade, antonym of BRILLAR2 .  that does not emit or reflect light 3 .  Djguradamente , do not stand out

no dulce
NOT SWEET The antonym of sweet is bitter or sour.  It can also be salty when it comes to food. 

no echar en saco rato
DO NOT THROW ON DEAF EARS do not discard, discard

no echar en saco roto
DO NOT THROW ON DEAF EARS As we said yesterday, do not despise (the advice) 

no funciona
IT DOES NOT WORK typical sign that we find in an ATM when we do not have money and we need it quickly.  Or when
we must go quickly to the bathroom and find it at the door of the elevator or the bathroom itself.  It's not just a message
about fallible machines.  They can also tell us when we give a bad idea, irreparably damaging our ego. 

no muerto no muerta
NOT DEAD alive

no ofender
DO NOT OFFEND Respect the honor (of a person or body) 

no opinar
DO NOT OPINE Antonym to opine, express your opinion (regarding something). 

no se gasta pólvora en zanates
SPEND GUNPOWDER IN ZANATES used like this in Nicaragua and Mexico: see SPEND GUNPOWDER ON
CHICKENS.  The ZANATES is an inedible bird from Mexico and Central America.  Venezuelan variant: spend
gunpowder on zamuros. 

no ser para tanto
DO NOT BE FOR SO MUCH, expression that is said when you want to minimize something, downplay it. 



no te preocupes por eso
DON'T WORRY ABOUT THAT don't worry, stay calm. 

no te tomes nada personal
DON'T TAKE ANYTHING PERSONAL is typical gangster phrase in movies.  ' (It is not) nothing personal means that he
will be executed but that there is no hatred, but it is the circumstances that force him to be killed.  It is an irony and part
of the sadism and evil involved in the act.  In real life it can be something less ominous, such as a dismissal or
expulsion. 

no tomar en cuenta
DO NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT to ignore (something), do not consider (someone or something) 

no-violenta
NON-VIOLENT f .  of NON-VIOLENT, without resorting to physical violence or attacks on public or private property:
non-violent demonstrations

noche de los muertos
NIGHT OF THE DEAD In 1968 the film Night of the Living Dead was produced in which a group of dead revives thanks
to a radiation emitted by a satellite and begin in a Pennsylvania cemetery to attack humans to feed.  2 .  The Night of the
Dead is a book written by the Argentine Ricardo Marino, in which man drives to Bahía Blanca at night along a lonely
route with Azul, his nine-year-old daughter.  Suddenly the car runs out of fuel.  They have to walk around for help.  They
finally find a house inhabited by strange people and the story that lasts one night unfolds. 

nocheriego
NOCHERIEGO Nocherniego

nocherniego
NOCHERNIEGO del tatín nocturnus; Who is awake and active during the night, especially walking or wandering

noho
NOHO of North of Houston Street, as opposed to the SoHo neighborhood, South of Houston Street.  Exclusive
neighborhood of Manhattan, New York, near Ukranian Village, SoHo, Bowery and South Village.  And close to
Washington Square Park.  It combines creativity with elegance.  The architectural spectrum is wide, from giant
nineteenth-century buildings, such as the Great Hall of Cooper Union, to elegant and modern skyscrapers.  It was the
residence of artists such as Andy Warhol and the legendary CBGB music club.   It maintains its tradition with trendy
galleries and live shows at Joe's Pub.  There are exclusive pubs and restaurants for wealthy people. 

nom de guerre
NOM DE GUERRE galicismo by alias or nickname, literally 'battle name'

nombe
NOMBE MISSPELLING OF NOMBRE, NAME IN SPANISH

non sanctus
NON SANCTUS Latin locution meaning impure;  which is not honest. 



noología
NOOLOGY error by NEOLOGY or NOSOLOGY

normocardíaco
NORMOCARDIAC is actually NORMOCARDIAL, which has a heartbeat rate between 60 and 100 beats per minute. 

normocárdico
NORMOCARDIAL that has a heartbeat rate between 60 and 100 beats per minute. 

normohídrico
In medicine: relative to NORMOHYDRATION, that is, to the normal amount of water adequate to have a healthy
organism and feel good. 

noticin
NORICIN SPAM

notoma
NOTOMA models of adidas Y-3 boots

nórdicos
NORDIC pl .  of NORDIC, textually, of the north

nsdap
NSDAP stands for the German Workers' Party founded in 1919 and which in 1920 became the National Socialist
Workers' Party, or more colloquially, the Nazi Party.  In German it was called NazionalSocialistiche Deutsche Arbeiter
Partei, i.e. National Socialist German Workers' Party.  It was founded by Anton Drexler, leader of the German workers'
party, whose aim was to end the draconian sanctions of Versailles and ST.  Germain and reconquer territories for the
German people. 

numeros romanos
ROMAN NUMERALS error by ROMAN NUMERALS

nungueño
NUNGUEÑO from the Mapudungun monguen, which means 'life'.  Native of Nonguén, neighborhood of the Chilean city
of Concepción, belonging to the homonymous province of the Biobío Region, specifically located between the University
City of Concepción and the neighborhood of Collao.  Nonguén corresponds to the old Province or Corregimiento of
Puchacay, which since 1786 is part of the Intendencia de Concepción. 

nupo
NUPO Very Low Calorie VLCD Diet System

nutriéndola
NOURISHING IT pronominal form of the gerund of the verb NUTRIR; feeding them



nutripollez
NUTRIPOLLEZ contraction of nutrition and (stupidity); extravagant or absurd, unbalanced food. 

núcleo pulposo
The discs of the spine are filled with a jelly-like substance called the nucleus pulposus, which supplies cushioning to the
spinal column.  The annulus fibrosus is a cartilaginous ring that surrounds the nucleus pulposus and keeps it intact when
forces are applied to the spinal column. 

números
NUMBERS m .  pl.  is one of the books of the Torah or Tanakh.  The 5 books of Moses, which constitute the Old
Testament are Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.  The Greeks called it Pentateuch and Numbers
comes from the Greek "Arithmoi" (which also gives rise to arithmetic, handling of numbers) In Hebrew the fourth book is
called BAMIDBAR, 'in the desert', because it narrates the departure from Egypt and the wandering of the Jewish people
for 40 years through the desert to reach the promised land,   so that only free people who had never been slaves would
arrive.  Someone in their 40s 5000s was an elderly survivor.  2 .  Obviously numbers is the plural of number, cipher, but I
doubt anyone would be interested in consulting this meaning in a dictionary, when the word is understood and known
before learning to read, around 2 to 3 years old. 

números romanos
ROMAN NUMERALS figures represented by capital letters of the alphabet.  The one is an I.  Five is a V.  Ten is an X,
fifty is an L, one hundred is a C, 500 is a D, and one thousand is an M.  A top bar will multiply by a thousand the value . 

ñahui
ÑAHUI Rumi Ñahui was an Inca general who, after the death of Emperor Atahualpa, led the fight against the Spanish
conquistadors.  He was the son of the Inca Huayna Capac, 

ñanpanga
ÑANPANGA name that receives the mestizo woman of the municipalities Pasto and Popayán, in the south of Colombia
and in the region of Quito, Ecuador. 

ñapango
ÑAPANGO in Colombia and Ecuador: name given to the mestizo from the municipalities of Pasto and Popayán, in
southern Colombia and in the region of Quito, Ecuador. 

ñeñe
ÑEÑE I think it is ÑOÑO, a neologism used in urban language

ñery
ÑERY in Argentina : co-worker .  2 Song by the group Trueno

ñizca
ÑISCA from Quechua Excrement 2 .  In Colombia and southern Ecuador.  Small portion of something: pinch, tris

ñoño
ÑOÑO sust .  who is nicknamed, prudish, shy with women, difficult social contact.  Generally a dedicated to study,



without ability for sports and weak personality.  2 .  adj.  The behavior or attitude of a child.  3 .  In Honduras, Spain,
Bolivia and Nicaragua he is an extremely fat person.  In Mexico she is fat, very sessable and with few social skills.  In
Chile and Argentina before it meant old and gaga, senile, but it has ceased to mean it.  Now in Chile, Argentina,
Colombia, Ecuador and Bolivia he is someone who is studious but has no social life.  In Chile it is also used for those
who are addicted to certain things, such as video games, an instrument, cars, collections, etc. 

objetalizar
OBJECTALIZE treat (a person, a woman) as an object. 

obras son amores y no buenas razones
WORKS ARE LOVES AND NOT GOOD REASONS saying that explains that the action demonstrates the true interest
and not the hollow verbiage. 

obscisa
OBSCISA Two chances of error 1 .  deceased f .  of Occiso, who has died violently.  It's adj.  but u . t . c .  Repl.  2 . 
Abscissa axis ( x ) horizontal orthogonal to the ordinate ( y ) . 

observadle
OBSERVE the pronominal form of the imperative mode of 2a.  person of the verb OBSERVE , to look

observe
OBSERVE from the second-person imperative mode of the verb OBSERVE

obstinencia
OBSTINENCE probable error by ABSTINENCE, fasting, or by OBSTINACY, porfia. 

obtenedor
OBTAINER who gets ( something ) 

occure
OCURRE spanish for OCURRES, third persons sing. of the present Indicative of the verb OCURRIR, to happen. Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be happens, occurres

ocofobia
OCOPHOBIA irrational fear of motor vehicles and rolling related to them.  People with ocophobia suffer fear or panic
when getting on or seeing a vehicle approaching them. 

ocúltalo
OCÚLTALO imperative mode, second pers .  Sing.  from the verb HIDE , hide

odiante
HATEFUL, hateful, hateful, hateful



odile
ODILE Odile - Odette's antagonist who has been turned into a white swan by the sorcerer von Rothbart, Odile's father -
is the black swan, who transforms into Odette with the help of his father, so that Prince Siegfried falls into a trap and
deceives him. 

odilie
ODILIE name f .  of German origin whose meaning is rich, wealthy.  It is a diminutive form of the name Odilia

ofimático
IFIMATIC related to OFFICE AUTOMATION

ofuscacin
OFUSCACIN SPAM

oguedei
OGUEDEI third son of Genghis Khan and Borte. 

oh mi dios
OH, MY GOD! Interjection of surprise, which can express as much sorrow or sorrow as joy

ojote
EYE it contemptuous form of eye, in its meaning of hole that crosses from one side to the other, like the keyhole.  It is a
vulgarism for the year. 

okupar
OKUPAR say about squatters: Taking a building illegally.  These are usually abandoned factories, unoccupied houses
and other semi-demolished enclosures. 

old fashion
OLD FASHION anglicism for MODA ANTIGUA;  cocktail made with sugar, biter, whiskey, and garnished with a citrus
twist.  It is the first cocktail in history.  It is traditionally served in an Old Fashioned glass, also known as a rock glass,
which named the cocktail.  Created in the 1880s by Colonel James E.  Pepper who popularized it by taking it to the bar
of the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in New York, although he created it in the Pendennis Club gentlemen's club of Louisville
Kentucky, to which the colonel belonged.  It is an official COCKTAIL OF THE IBA. 

oligopólica
OLIGOPOLISTIC f .  of OLIGOPOLISTIC

oligófago
OLIGOPHAGUS from the Greek oligos, 'scarce' and phages, 'eating' person or animal who eats sparsely or who suffers
from anorexia

olioliqui
OLIOLIQUI OLI Escape from Tarkov is a video game where there are several OLI xxx KEYS or keys that must be found



to move from rooms, such as the OLI cash register Key or the OLI logistics department Office Key.  2 .  Alternatively it
can be a contraction of Olió LIQUI MOLI, a brand of motor oil. 

olorienta
OLORIENTA that gives off a bad smell

ombligismo
NAVEL gazing at oneself (a person or group) contemplating oneself narcissistically, leaving aside other activities.  2 . 
Self-centered, unempathetic.  It comes from a behavior attributed to some monks of the Greek Orthodox Church, who
when praying breathed in a special way and tilted their heads down, as if looking at their navel, being totally oblivious to
what was happening in the outside world. 

omitología
OMINOLOGY person who should go to the eye doctor When one sees the rn as an m is a sign that he needs glasses to
read.  The original said ornithology, a branch of zoology that studies birds, and not omitology, which would be the
science of omission, if that were possible.

omnicanal
OMNICHANNEL marketing strategy aimed at providing a service of the highest quality to the client.  Omnichannel
software helps to integrate all participatory platforms both physical and digital, so that the customer has easy access
from any of them, maximizing their level of satisfaction. 

open banking
OPEN BANKING API methodology (Application Interface Program) that allows you to digitally share with third parties
personal financial information in a secure way and as customers approve through an API interface. 

operada
OPERADA f. of OPERADO 1. Operated, run (by someone, a company or a business f.i.) 2. Operated, intervened at an
operating room. Surgery. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be administrated, run, surgery

operador de transportes
TRANSPORT OPERATOR concession company to provide public transport service, which can be by land, sea or air. 

operarios
OPERATORS pl .  of OPERATOR , worker , operating a machine

opinador
OPINIONATOR who opines, especially if he is a professional.  Opinologist

opinar distinto
DIFFERING OPINION

opositores
OPPONENTS pl .  of OPPONENT Who opposes , who is against 2 .  Who belongs to the opposing side



optar por
CHOOSE FROM ( several possibilities ) 

optener
OPTENER SPAM

orasion con la palabra hipsipila
PRAYER WITH THE WORD HIPSIPILA see HIPSIPILA

orculo
ORCULO SPAM

orejas de elefante
ELEPHANT EARS alocacia odora plant that is commonly used to decorate interiors because direct light easily discolors
and withers its leaves and flowers.  It is native to East and Southeast Asia. ?? In Manipur, one of the 29 states of India,
the local name is Hoomu.  In Vietnam it is used as a medicine for the treatment of the common cold. 

organismos geneticamente modificados
GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS error by GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS organisms . that have been
modified in their prepartum or pregestation DNA to have improved versions of the parents. In the case of GM foods or
genetically modified (GM) foods have a modified DNA using genes from other plants or animals.  Scientists take the
gene for a desired trait from a plant or animal and insert that gene into a cell of another plant or animal. 

organismos genéticamente modificados
GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS (GMOs) or transgenics, are living organisms whose characteristics have been
changed, using techniques of laboratories specialized in genetics and evolution, to introduce genes that come from
other species that cause structural changes in the offspring of the species

orientadas
ORIENTED f .  pl.  of the part .  past the verb ORIENTA , guide , give indications or explanations .  2 .  Indicate the
photo position

oriente punto cardinal
EAST CARDINAL POINT EAST .  See EAST

originada
ORIGINATED form f .  of p. p .  from the verb ORIGINATE , ORIGINATE , 

orilladora
ORILLADORA 1 .  Weeding machine, specialized in cutting where the larger machines do not reach.  Also used for
finishes or small grass areas.  2 .  Machine that rips, gluing a protective adhesive tape to architectural plans and similar
sheets.  3 .  Sewing machine that gives the finishes to the edges of a fabric. 

oripi



ORIPI oriP is a region of 1 . 7-kb of the Epstein-Barr virus chromosome virus (EBV) that supports the replication and
stabilized maintenance of plasmids in human cells.  oriP contains two essential components, DS and FR, both of which
contain multiple binding sites for the EBV-encoded protein, EBNA-1 (Epstein-Barr Nuclear Antigen-1).  The DS seems to
function as a replicator of the oriP. 

oriundas
NATIVE f .  and pl .  of NATIVE , native , native

orlados
ORLADOS pl .  of p. p .  of the verb ORLAR , adorn , adorn a thing around it , so gen

orn
ORN stands for Olfatory Receptor Neuron, a type of cell that resides in the nasal mucosa and has the property of
converting the presence of odorizing molecules into neuronal signals 2 .  Second book in Pier Anthony's trilogy, The
Man from Manta.  3 .  Name and surname .  4 .  Acronym of Olympic Route Network circuit or network of roads that
connect the different points of events in an Olympics.  5 .  Osteoradionecrosis, would be a complication product of the
treatment of a cancer by means of radiotherapy. 

oroña
OROÑA Less common name of corn .  Plant of the family of the Grasses, of thick stem, of one to three meters of height,
with long, flat and pointed leaves.  The male flowers in terminal clusters and the female ones in axillary spikes protected
by a sheath.  It is native to tropical America, is grown throughout America and Europe and produces cobs with very
nutritious coarse and yellow grains.  Until the twentieth century in Europe they were fed with pigs and was not consumed
by humans, probably because the cobs were normally attacked by worms.  World War I and World War II, in addition to
pesticides, changed that.  In Chile : corn .  In Peru : sara .  2 .  Surname of Basque origin. 

ortología
ORTHOLOCY In LINGUISTICS: Part of the grammar that establishes the rules of correct pronunciation of the sounds of
a language. 

osmoregulacion
OSMOREGULATION spelling error by OSMOREGULATION

osmoregulación
OSMOREGULATION regulation of the internal content of salt and water in marine animals.  Saltwater bony fish lose
water to osmosis and counteract the loss by drinking salt water and excreting excess salt through the gill surface and a
large amount of urine. 

oso hormiguero gigante
GIANT ANTEATER Myrmecophaga tridactyla, the only living species in the genus Myrmecophaga.  It lives in Central
and South America and is the largest anteater.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be flag bear,
yurumí, jurumí 40, error 41, , palmero bear?

ostentosidad
OSTENTOSIDAD tawdriness, extravagance Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be extravagance



ostentoso
OSTENTOSO Ostentatious Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be swanky, flashy

over playback
OVER PLAYBACK anglicism which means 'over playback' i.e. over audio pre-recording.  In this case the artist sings on
his own voice track, a technique used especially in shows where they sing and dance.  Meanwhile, in the playback they
use only the track and on top of that they do lip sync. 

overnight
OVERNIGHT Anglicism for Immediate Delivery which means during the night.  Modality of dispatch in 24 hours that
have some DELIVERY services of products and parcels such as DHL, FEDEX and the mail of the United States. 

oviflexivegavegecarnitariana
OVIFLEXIVEGAVEGECARNITARIAN F .  of OVIFLEXIVEGAVEGECARNITARIAN, a person who follows an egg-based
diet and is flexible between a vegan diet and a vegetarian diet with sporadic consumption of meat. 

ovillos
OVILLOS pl .  of OVILLO, thread or strand that rolls on itself, confirming a ball of the textile material. 

ovoalbúmina
OVO ALBUMIN, 'egg' and albumin, 'protein'.   The main protein of egg white, is like 55% of the total proteins.  It was the
first to be synthesized in the laboratory.

ovoidal
EGG-shaped OVOIDAL; body whose projection lying on the plane configures an ellipse

ovp
OVP stands for Online Video Platform resource for companies to have full control of their videos shown to their users,
preventing them from meddling or redirecting other brands. 

oxidada
OXIDADA oxidated, corroded Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be oxidated

óptimo desempeño
OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE behavior at the highest possible level. 

pacheca
PACHECA in Mexico: derogatory, person who smokes marijuana cigarettes.  In Venezuela and Ecuador : m .  intense
cold

pachicleta
PACHICLETA in Mexico sweet palette whose trademark dates from January 1982.  It is a candied palette with 4 layers
of colors and flavors, with chewing gum center) in its sweet and spicy versions and in two presentations (bag and strip). 



pacíficas
PEACEFUL f .  pl.  of PEACEFUL, quiet, which does not have a bellicose or aggressive character

pacotero
PACOTERO in Argentina: person who participates in a pacota, or party, in general a type of carnival. 

pacú chico
PACÚ CHICO Myleus pacu The South American freshwater fish of the caracid family, subfamily Serrasalminae.  It is of
tropical habitat, mainly the Amazonian rivers, preferring waters between 22 and 28 °C.  Its shape is ovoid.  The pacu is
omnivorous, but its main food is the fruits and berries that fall from coastal trees.  Despite navigating the bottom, its food
does not come from there. 

pacús
PACÚS pl .  by PACÚ Myleus pacu

padala
PADALA 1 .  Padala is in english office.  It is used in transfers of money consignments.  2 . Padala is a village in West
Godavari district in the state of Andhra Pradesh, India.  It is located in the Tadepalligudem mandal of the eluru economic
division. 

pafuerano
PAFUERANO is the contraction of FOR OUTSIDE and the suffix ANUS, belonging to .  In Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay
and Uruguay: A person from the countryside or a small population who ignores the customs of the city.   In Chile we call
it AFUERINO

paicas y grelas
PAICAS AND GRELAS So that you do not have to go looking for PAICA and then, on top of that, GRELA we will make it
easy for you: Paicas and grelas are terms of the lunfardo (Argentine slang) to define the lovers and darlings of the
ruffians or compadritos of tango. 

paipe
PAIPE In Chile : Blow made with the hand on the back of the neck or head, Something like a slap. 

paja rusa
RUSSIAN STRAW A is masturbation.  A masturbation performed by friction with both breasts is known in Spain and
most Spanish-speaking countries as CUBANA or PAJA CUBABA.  It is also sometimes referred to as RUSSIAN
STRAW. 

pajarólogo
BIRDER urban language, colloquial by ORNITHOLOGIST

pajuro
PAJURO Erythrina edulis leafy tree, 12 to 15 meters, which produces grains of 4 to 5 cms in pods of 20 to 30 cms,
similar to pacay.  Despite being a tree that withstands prolonged droughts, that does not require fertilizers, that is
provided with nitrogen, that controls soil erosion, that is semi-cultivated, and that does not require phytosanitary care, it



is in the process of extinction, leaving fewer specimens every day.

pakay
PAKAY pacay in spanish. It is an andinian fruit, very similar looking to beans but very sweet and with low calories. It
comes in sheaths of around ten beans.

pakistán
PAKISTAN Pakistan is formed by the initials of the names penyab, Afghanistan, Kashmir and Sindh, with the Hindustani
ending Tan, equivalent to the Suffix Landia in Spanish.  The English separated the Muslims from India and created
Pakistan, giving them independence as a Republic in 1947. 

pal coño en venezuela
PAL PUSSY in Venezuela : stubbornness or destinyA full detail below : Offense : Your mother's pussy! Amazement :
Coooñooo! Stubbornness: I'm going to fuck my pussy. Action : Move, pussy! Inaction: Now I don't do a pussy. Rivalry:
Who the fuck has believed? Guilt: The pussy and mother that . Distance : That is the fifth pussyResuffer:, what balls! All
right, pussy! Uselessness : It does not serve for a pussyStupor and his mother! Devaluation: Not worth a pussy. Identity:
Who the fuck is he? Ira: His mother's pussy! Resignation: Since what the fuck matters. Reason : What the fuck is wrong
with you? Why the fuck? Riña : Coñaza , coñiza , coñamentazón . Beaten : Coñaceado . Unfavorable state: Escoñetado
. Destination: Gone pal pussy. Crazy Delirium pussy. Rebuke Where the fuck were you? Reaction (fright/pain): Pussy,
pussy, pussy! Only in Maracaibo : Coñit@ ( niñ@ ) and pussy ( man ) 

pala madre
PALA MADRE it's in fact ¡pa'la MADRE! or better ¡POR LA MADRE! a protest exclamation, rejecting something Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be pa&#39,la madre!, por la madre!, puchas!, rediablos!, ¡por la puta!

palabra vignette
VIGNETTE WORD see VIGNETTE

palax
PALAX regiomontana chain of homemade food restaurants in Nueva León, Mexico created in 1965 and that operates
every day of the year at all times. In Greek mythology, PALAX derives from Pallas (?a????/Pallas) one of the primeval
Giants, sons of Gaia (earth), born of the blood that fell when Uranus (the Sky) was castrated by his son, the Titan
Cronus. 

paleoclimatólogo
PALEOCLIMATOLOGIST Expert who studies the climatic characteristics of the Earth throughout its history.  It may be a
specialization of a paleogeographer. 

paleta lacustre
LAKE LAKE PALETTE means relative or belonging to the lake or having as its habitat the lake or its shores.  Here it
does not refer to animals or plants but to a particular range of colors that combine and are present in lake environments.
 For example, navy blue, light blue, pastel cerulean, lake water color, aquamarine color, bondi blue color, lake blue
color, pastel light blue. 

palette
PALETTE palette , in French .  Color palette, paint palette, pantonera 2 .  Brand of products dedicated to hair coloring. 



pallaesa
PALLAESA error by PALLASA

pallasa
PALLASA f .  Mattress of straw or corn leaves. 

palma de azaí
PALMA DE AZAÍ See AÇAI

palma de manaca
PALMA DE MANACA Euterpe oleracea, is already in the dictionary as ASAÍ, its common name, and also as PALMA
MANACA, another of its synonyms, but hey, we will say something more for the pleasure of those who consult so much
for the palm trees.   It is a palm tree native to northern South America, appreciated for the nutritional properties of its
fruit.  Its consumption dates back to pre-Columbian times and is a very important food in the Amazonian diet.  It contains
many vitamins, proteins, fiber, amino acids, healthy monounsaturated fats and it provides up to 30 times more
antioxidants than red wine.  Açaí is said to be an energetic, immune system strengthener, which helps muscle growth
and fights the effects of aging. 

palmajares
PALMAJARES error by PALMEJAR

palmazo
PALMAZO blow given with the palm of the hand. 

palmera de azaí
AZAÍ PALM Euterpe oleracea palm native to northern South America, with very nutritious fruit.   It is a very important
food in the Amazonian diet, dating from pre-Columbian times. 

palmicha
PALMICHA Coccothrinax argentina, from the Mozarabic palm and east from the Latin palma, 'palm'; Typical of Colombia
and Venezuela.  Used for roofing and makingsombreros.  Palm of the family Arecaceae; very thin trunk about 6 meters
high, growing to great heights

palo de aceite
OIL STICK Copaifera langsdorffii in Puerto Rico, Bolivia, Colombia and Venezuela: name of the copaiba or copaifera
officinalis, a phanerogamous plant of the Fabaceae family. 

palo maria
PALO MARIA Calophyllum brasiliense, in Panama: tree of the genus Calophyllum, typical of the tropical and subtropical
jungle regions of America. 

pana
Corduroy 1 .  Companion , friend 2 .  In Chile : liver of birds and animals.  3 .  In Chile : Failure of a vehicle, which is
thrown away. 



panblando
PANBLANDO In Colombia : term derived from PAN BLANDITO , famous Colombian recipe of very fluffy bread

panchamuco
PANCHAMUCO contraction of PAN CHAMUCO , In Mexico : Specifically in the region of Calvillo, Aguascalientes,
artisanal breads based on flour, butter, egg and vanilla. 

panchamuco
PANCHAMUCO contraction of PAN CHAMUCO , In Mexico : Specifically in the region of Calvillo, Aguascalientes,
artisanal breads based on flour, butter, egg and vanilla. 

pancrito
PANCRITO Character from the video game Minecraft . 

pandeados
PANDEADOS pl .  of PANDEADO , arched , part .  past of the verb PANDEAR

pandicornia
PANDICORNIA f .  of PANDICORNIO , fictional character , result of E]PANDICORNIO , fictional character , result of the
union of a panda bear and a unicorn .  It is a pandala union of a panda bear and a unicorn.  It is a panda with a horn that
flashes rainbows and has butterfly wings. 

pandicornio
PANDICORNIO fictional character, result of the union of a panda bear and a unicorn.  .   . 

panegírico
PANEGYRIC from Latin and east from Greek 'panegirycus', from bread, 'everything' and Agora, 'meeting, multitude';
discourse of praise especially to the saints.  In ancient times poems were read of praise to the gods, in front of their
monument or sanctuary. 

panela
PANELA en mx , gu , ho , ES , ni , pa , co , ve , ec , pe .  Unrefined sugar, which is obtained from cane and is made in
small blocks of different shapes; it is used in place of sugar as a natural sweetener and in the preparation of foods and
beverages.  Sweet; güifa; paper; pylon; scrape.  In other countries, such as Chile, Argentina and Uruguay it is called
TERRÓNEn Honduras: Unit of volume of black and solid sugar made of sugar cane of square or circular shape of
almost half a kilo of weight. In Colombia : Old cell phone, large size.  Popularly used in festive formIn Argentina:
Cylindrical container with two handles, used for cooking.  Neologism. In Spain : Casco de las caballerías . Panela of San
Joaquin .  In Venezuela: Sweet and toasted cake of rectangular shape that is made in the town of the same name. Soap
panela .  In Venezuela: Rectangular piece of laundry soap.  In Chile, Cuba and Ecuador soap bread is used (p us.  ) 

panerón
PANERÓN Panero grande .  Round basket in the tahonas to go pouring the bread that comes out of the oven.  2 . El
Panerón is a town in the Province of Malaga.  El Panerón is located nearby to Capanza, and is nearby to Las
Torrecillas.  3 .  Altos del Panerón is a town in the province of Cádiz



pantalla infinita
INFINITE DISPLAY dynamic speaker placement system that is used, but little, in cell phones.  Also the one that displays
an image on more than 80% of the front surface. 

pantalla táctil
TOUCH SCREEN touch sensitive screen, convertible into digital signal.  Used to display screens of options to the user,
who, when touched with the finger, with several fingers or with some type of pointers activates a response or an action,
such as, for example, the reduction or enlargement of the image. 

pantunflos
PANTUNFLOS This word does not exist.  The correct thing is to say SLIPPERS or SLIPPERS, .  Footwear, a kind of
chinela or shoe without ears or heel, which for greater comfort is used at home.  

paña
PIRANHA edible fish of fibrous meat and very nutritious.  They can devour an animal in a matter of minutes. 

paños de gualaceo
GUALACEO CLOTHS in Ecuador: in GUALACEO, particularly Bullzhun and Bullcay, fabrics woven by aborigines with
natural dyes such as those obtained from walnut, cochineal, bougainvillea, ñachac, cabbage, grille, onion, and indigo. 
They are traditional in the dress of the chola cuencana and the peasant women.  The most primitive and economical
versions were called macanas, so this word became synonymous with something of little value. 

papa dulce
SWEET POTATO Ipomoea sweet potatoes, a plant of the Family Convolvulaceae, cultivated in much of the world for its
edible tuberous root.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be sweet potato, sweet potato, ? sweet
potato? sweet potato? sweet potato? child of the night

papajol
PAPAJOL residue of vegetables, fruits and legumes, after they have been cooked and filtered. 

papelerío
PAPERWORK set of administrative procedures required by bureaucracy.  2 .  Office Document Set

papita amarilla
YELLOW POTATO Solanum phureja dad of skin and yellow content.  In Chile we call it chaucha or yagana.  Very good
for fresh consumption, resistant to cooking, very good taste, color and soft texture.  Good for mashing, fries and frozen
pre-fries. 

papujada
PAPUJADA POMPOUS 2. Specially the chicken: bird that has a big amount of feathers and meat in the esophagus  3.
Of a big volume and hollowed

paquetizar
PACKAGING in marketing: strategy to sell a greater number of products in the form of BLISTER.  It consists of sealing 2
or more products of the same or different denomination, with a lower price, so that the buyer must carry the total set. 



The typical case is the 6-PACK of beers

paquitin
PAQUITIN Diminutive of PACO and PAQUITO .  Pakitin El Verdadero, with this spelling, is a Dominican singer and
musician named Reissner Francisco Osuna.  . 

para comenzar
TO BEGIN voiceover used to start a list of things or events.  2 .  To explain a menu, referring to the appetizer, or the
starter, as the case may be. 

para ignorantes
FOR IGNORANT LOCUTION THAT TITLES A SERIES OF BOOKS ON THE MOST VARIED TOPICS, WHICH IN THE
ORIGINAL ENGLISH VERSION SAYS FOR DUMMIES.  So there is Bridge for DUMMIES, golf for DUMMIES,
Chemistry for DUMMIES, etc.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be for tontitos , for dummies

parajurídico
PARALEGAL OUTSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE LEGAL FIELD. 

paraliteratura
PARALITERARURA works whose corpus of text has an uncertain category and which do not belong to another
discipline of writing, such as journalism or history.  They are on the verge of being qualified as literary works.  Different
forms of POPULAR LITERATURE are included, such as the pink novel, the adventure novel, the detective novel, the
mystery novel, science fiction, popular fiction and also comics, where the desire for immediate pleasure or a pecunary
and commercial interest prevails. 

parametrizar
PARAMETERIZE customizing, that is, assigning specific values (to parameters) according to particular requirements. 
For example, assign your options on your cell phone, xomo the volume, degree of illumination, keyboard speed. 

paramsa
PARAMSA error by PARANZA

parapátrica
PARAPATRIC Intermediate condition between allopatric and sympatric speciation.  Free encyclopediaConsistent in the
emergence of new species from the reproductive isolation of two biological subpopulations, being next to each other and
without there being geographical barriers that can prevent the flow of genes between them. 

parapolítica
PARAPOLITICS the prefix for comes from the Greek and means 'against, next to, or apart from' typically used in
'paramilitary'.  Then PARAPOLITICS is political activity that is carried out unofficially, surreptitiously or against traditional
and public politics. 

pariguana
PARIGUANA Phoenicoparrus andinusAve of the family of fenicopterids . It has a wingspan ranging from 1 to 1, 6 m. 
and an alrura of 1, 30 to 1, 40 m.  Its color is white combined with an intense pink and black tail.  No subspecies are



known. ? Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be Andean flamingo, parina grande, parihuana, pariguana,
? parihuana , tococo 40 , en kunza 41 , , jututu , chururu 

parinagua andina
PARINAGUA ANDINA See parina Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be phoenicoparrus andinus
responds to several names, but parina grande, parina, parinagua andina, jututu, chururu, tococo, parihuana

parlanchineo
PARLANCHINEO cotorreo , action of talking a lot

paro laboral
WORK STOPPAGE .  mass suspension of work in search of better wages and better labor conditions

parque de juegos
PLAYGROUND public park where there is an area for entertainment, which can be for children and also adults.  For
example, in the big ones there are roller coasters, large slides, wheels or waterwheels, free fall chairs, high-speed air
trolleys, dark tunnel, crazy carts and other electromechanical games that defy gravity.  The first amusement park was
opened in 1583 in Bakken, near Copenhagen.  But when you visit Copenhagen you go to the ABBA museum and the
TIVOLI GARDENS, a playground that is nearby and they tell you that it is the oldest in the world but it is the fourth
(active), opened in 1843. 

parque marino
MARINE PARK area destined to preserve ecological units of high interest for science and as natural heritage, guarding
the maintenance and diversity of hydrobiological species target, and those associated with their habitat.  Every Park has
a General Administration Plan. In Chile there are 14 protected areas, some covering 200. 000 km2, constituting 42.4%
of Chile's maritime territory.  They are the marine parks Archipelago of Juan Fernández and Cabo de Hornos and the
coastal marine reserves of Rapanui, Tortel and Zeno Almirantazgo. 

parques
PARKS pl .  of PARK, extensive place of great vegetation designed to walk, relax and play, generally of a public nature. 
By extension, parking park or parking lot, large place to park vehicles, being able to be of a public or private nature and
free or paid. 

parte posterior
BACK back.  Buttocks

partenognesis
PARTHENESSIS SPAM

pasifika
PASIFIKA SPAM

password
PASSWORD access key



pasta térmica
THERMAL PASTE silvery gray matter that is applied to the processor before installing a cooling solution.  It allows
efficient heat transfer from the IHS (Integrated Heat Spreader) of the processor to the base plate or liquid block of the
CPU cooler (central process unit).  It is, in general, a means of heat dissipation that facilitates transfer when there are
irregularities in surfaces. 

pasticciotoi
PASTICCIOTOI SPAM

pasticciotti
PASTICCIOTTI in Italian pl .  of PASTICCIOTOI type of stuffed Italian pastries.  Depending on the region, they are filled
with ricotta cheese or cream pastry.  In some Italian-American communities, they are called pusties. 

pasticciotto
PASTICCIOTO type of stuffed Italian pastries.  Depending on the region, they are filled with ricotta cheese or cream
pastry.  In some Italian-American communities, they are called pusties.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be pusties

pasticho
PASTICHO traditional dish of different Mediterranean cuisines consisting of baked pasta, such as the recipe called
timpana or timbal de pasta, only that it is not wrapped in puff pastry dough.  It is similar to lasagna and is also served as
a first course. 

pastizio
PASTIZIO , PASTITZIO , baked pasta , typical of Mediterranean food .  Similar to the timpana or pasta timpani. 
Pasticho is the Venezuelan version of lasagna, and differs in that it does not contain ricotta.  It is a dish of Greek origin. 

pastizo
PASTIZO 1 .  Jam dumplings typical of the entire Valencian community, and that are prepared at easter time.  They are
usually made in quantities for the week, aromatizing the home.  They differ from the jam pastisset in that the latter is
filled with sweet potato jam, made from white sweet potatoes or failing that yellow 2 .  Place that was tidy and is now
messy and dirty.  3 .  Soufflé, usually made with tuna paste and onion.  Not to be confused with pastizio, pasticcio, or
pasticho, a traditional dish of different Mediterranean cuisines consisting of baked pasta, such as the so-called timpana
or timpani pasta.  However, pasticho is not wrapped in puff pastry dough, like timpani.  It is similar to lasagna and both
are served as a first course. 

patela
PATELA another name for the ball joint.  The kneecap rests on the front of the knee joint.  As one bends or stretches the
knee, the bottom of the kneecap slides over the bones that make up the knee.

paternalidad
PATERNALITY as a father: DNA makes it possible to determine paternality 2 .  Figuratively, quality of dominance or
superiority over another

paternar
PATERNALIZE, act as if you are a father, have a paternal attitude



patibilidad
PATIBILITY comes from the Latin verb patior 'to endure, to suffer, to tolerate'.  With the prefix with , 'jointly' form
compatibility, ability to tolerate, and incompatibility, inability to tolerate each other. 

patibilidad
PATIBILITY comes from the Latin verb patior 'to endure, to suffer, to tolerate'.  With the prefix with , 'jointly' form
compatibility, ability to tolerate, and incompatibility, inability to tolerate each other. 

pato broaster
BROASTER DUCK Ciloquially, Fried duck dish (from broasted, 'fried' in English) 

pato criollo
PATO CRIOLLO Cairina mmoschata, known as a duck in the family Anatidae native to tropical America.  It is currently
found from Mexico to central Argentina and Uruguay, in tropical and subtropical climate zones and between altitudes
ranging from sea level to 1000 meters.  Since pre-Columbian times it has been bred as a backyard or free-range bird in
practically all of Latin America. 

patra
PATRA is probably a typo by homeland or refers to Patras, Greece's third city, with 250. 000 inhabitants in its
metropolitan area.  Patras is the largest political, economic, administrative and cultural centre in western Greece and the
Peloponnese peninsula.  Its history spans four millennia.  In the Roman period it became a cosmopolitan center of the
eastern Mediterranean.  It is the headquarters of the University of Patras.  2 .  PATRA is a brand of extra-large clothing
in Chile and another of women's sportswear in Bolivia

patriota cooperante
COOPERATING PATRIOT person who is with the cause of the patriots and who contributes in some way (money,
weapons, logistics, vituallas, espionage, military support, etc.) with them

patteta
PATTETA Surname of Italian origin . Angelo PATTETA is an architect, author of the History of Architecture-critical
anthology. 

pava hedionda
PAVA HEDIONDA Opisthocomus hoazin Opisthocomus comes from the Greek opisthe, "behind" and komes, "hair", for
the standing and scruffy wicks it has around the head. In Colombia : The hoacin, species of opistocomiforme bird, only
representative of the genus Opisthocomus and of the family Opisthocomidae.  It has no known subspecies.  It
resembles a pheasant, but is much slender, with a longer neck and tail, which it unfolds when flying, and with a
remarkably small head.  It can fly but only small distances.  It measures about 60 cms.  It inhabits the northeastern part
of South America, specifically in the swampy areas surrounding the Amazon and Orinoco rivers.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be hoacin, hoatzin, chenchena 40, en los llanos 41 , , pava serere 40 , bolivia 41 , ,
shansho 40 , peru 41 , , guacharaca de agua 40 , venezuela 41 , , pava hedionda 40 , colombia 41 , 

pava silbosa goliazul
PAVA SILLY GOLIAZUL Pipile cumanensis is a species of bird in the Cracidae family that inhabits the humid wooded
areas of southern and eastern Colombia and Venezuela, eastern Ecuador and Peru, northeastern Bolivia and northern
Brazil.  They feed on palm fruits.  It lives in the upper or middle part of the forest.  It makes the nest in the high and
dense part and the female lays 3 eggs.  It is rarely on the ground.  It measures on average 69 cm.  It has black plumage



with crest and tips of the wings white.  Its beak is white at the base and blue at the tip; the throat is thin blue; the legs are
reddish. 

payasos
CLOWNS pl .  by PAYASO

payoponi
PAYOPONI in Spain a derogatory to refer to Amerindians who have ainidiado appearance.  It comes from payo, which
in gypsy language is used to refer to those who are not of their race and pony, because of their short stature. 

pájaro vaquero
COWBOY BIRD in Chile: Blackbird or thrush, common throughout the country, cowboy bird in Dominican Republic. 
Passerine bird of the family of the jaxyrids that inhabits in America, except in the dense jungles, in the mountains, in
Trinidad and Tobago.  It appears in Chile in the mid-nineteenth century, apparently crossing from the central area of
Argentina.  It has colonized many Caribbean islands, reaching the United States where it is usually found in south
Florida.  The populations that inhabit more southern and northern areas are partially migratory. 

pájaros cantores
SONGBIRDS clade of passerine birds characterized by a great development of the organs of song.  The nightingale
Luscinia megarhynchoses is the best exponent. 

pápago
PÁPAGO indigenous community of the Sonoran desert located in the state of Sonora, Mexico and the state of Arizona,
United States.  2 Language spoken by papagos Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be tohoni or 39 ,
ohan

peascoso
PEASCOSO spam

pecatta minuta
PECCATA MINUTA latin colloquial locution that means 'small faults' and that is added to the phrases that mention a
guilt, equivicación or error of little importance. 

pechiazul
BLUE-BREASTED Luscinia svecica passerine bird of the family Muscicapidae< de pequeño tamaño .  Muy escondidizo
,  el pechiazul es un insectívoro que gusta caminar por el suelo ,  sobre todo las hembras .  El macho presenta un
característico colorido azul en el cuello y pecho .  de="" pequeño="" tamaño="" .="" muy="" escondidizo="" ,="" el=""
pechiazul="" es="" un="" insectívoro="" que="" gusta="" caminar="" por="" el="" suelo="" ,="" sobre="" todo="" las=""
hembras="" .="" el="" macho="" presenta="" un="" característico="" colorido="" azul="" en="" el="" cuello="" y=""
pecho="" .=""></ de pequeño tamaño .  Muy escondidizo ,  el pechiazul es un insectívoro que gusta caminar por el suelo
,  sobre todo las hembras .  El macho presenta un característico colorido azul en el cuello y pecho . >

pedagogismo
PEDAGOGY neologism for education, teaching, pedagogy



pedalero
CYCLIST PEDALERO , person who works with pedals

pediluvio
FOOT BATH Removable mat, made of curly PVC (with bangs), which is installed on a non-slip base in a stainless steel
box or a high-strength plastic, on the floor at the entrance of areas of public use for people to clean the plant of their
footwear and disinfect it with the quaternary ammonium 20 ml per liter of water ) that it gives off.  They became popular
with the appearance of covid-19 and the sanitary regulations implemented. 

pedro ximénez
PDMEDRO XIMÉNEZ white grape variety that grows in several Spanish wine regions.  It is the main grape of the
Denomination of Origin Montilla-Moriles, ? in the province of Córdoba. 

pegazo
PEGAZO nickname of the Chilean bridge champion Paulina Riedel.  The mythological horse that has wings is written
PEGASUS

peguita
PEGUITA diminutive of PEGA, paid work

pelito
HAIR DIMINUTIVE HAIR; small hair

pellín y pillín
PELLÍN AND PILLIN IN Puerto Rico, in the 70s and 80s there were campaigns against crime starring the brothers Pellín
and Pillín.  They were two twins who dedicated themselves since childhood one, Pellín, to the life of good and the other,
Pillín, to crime.  Pellín ended with a "good life" and Pillín, "in the fridge", an unsubtle way of referring to the morgue. 

peluquería-librería
HAIRDRESSER-BOOKSTORE Business that has a space for the second business to work within it, enhancing both with
the presence of customers of one of them favoring and interacting with the other. 

pemna
PEMNA stands for Asian Public Expenditure Management Network, Public Expenditure Management Network in Asia
(PEMNA) 10F, 217, Banpo-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul, South Korea. 

penegirieo
Penegirieo spam

penetrada
PENETRADA p.p. of the verb PENETRAR, to penetrate, to enter with difficulties Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be to have sexual intercourse, to fuck

pentadecgona



PENTADECGONA SPAM

pentapartito
PENTAPARTITE which is or has been divided into 5 parts.  2 .  5 people participate : PENTAPARTITO government

pentobarbital
PENTOBARBITAL barbiturate sedative.  It has been marketed as Nembutal since 1930.  There are other brands. 

pepekausa
PEPEKAUSA defender of Peruvian capitalism.  Young supporters of former President Pedro Pablo Kuscinski

pepekausista
PEPEJAUSISTA follower of Pepe Causa one of the referents of the Portugal national team of 2022, who was affected
by covid-19 and did not participate in the repechage for the World Cup in Qatar. 

pepino de fruta
Pepino de fruta Solanum muricatum is a species of plant in the Solanaceae family.  It produces a fleshy fruit of yellowish
or whitish skin with violet stretch marks.  It is recommended to eat it with the peel to take advantage of its vitamin K,
which helps activate the proteins required by the body. 

pepino dulce
SWEET CUCUMBER Solanum muricatum is a species of flowering plant belonging to the nightshade family, Its thin skin
is yellow with unsolid purple stretch marks.  The body is fleshy and juicy, with a hollow center filled with cluster seeds.  It
has a length of about 10 to 15 cms. 

perder el concepto
LOSING THE CONCEPT in a conversation or an analysis, getting out of the central idea.  In a design of something, get
out of the desired style. 

perder la cordura
LOSING SANITY Losing sane mind, thinking defectively at an important and irrational level.  Stop being sane. 

perder la cordura
LOSING SANITY Losing sane mind, thinking defectively at an important and irrational level.  Stop being sane. 

perdida del habla
SPEECH LOSS error due to SPEECH LOSS

perdimos no hay nada que hacer
LOST.  THERE IS NOTHING TO DO.  We lost is the first pers.  pl.  of the verb t .  LOSE.  The second sentence refers to
the loss, and explains that there is no way to reverse the result. 

performativa



PERFORMATIVE f .  of PERFORMATIVE, in linguistics: that when announced performs the action that means .  2 . 
Which implies the simultaneous realization by the speaker of the evoked action. 

perhúmedo
PERHUMID of a lot of rain and high humidity : perhumid regions

peribucal
PERIBUCAL relative to or belonging to the area surrounding the mouth. 

perimetrar
PERIMETER 1 .  In fires: make a firewall.  Clean surrounding areas to prevent the spread of flames by direct contact
(although pavesas cannot be avoided).  2 .  Under construction: place a fence or perimeter mesh (to a land) 3 . 
Measure the perimeter of a surface. 

periodificar
PERIODIFY divide, separate into periods

peripeces
PERIPECES error by PERIPECIA, mishap, unexpected and sudden situation that is passed (on a trip, adventure, work,
etc.  ) 

perkins
PERKINS nickname given by vandals and criminals to police and personnel in the service of the government, authorities
in the form of a euphemism in consideration of Perking being the English butler (palace) in the service of some mansion
in various mystery and crime novels.  2 .  Name given in prison to normal persons who for reasons unrelated to their
socioeconomic status are deprived of liberty and who are considered of the lowest level in the criminal ladder and used
by the prison population as slaves for all services, including sexual service. 

perlinos
PERLINOS pl .  of PERLINOS of grayish color like pearls.  Of properties such as those of pearls. 

perlística
PEARLS RELATIVE OR PERLISTICS : pearl industry

pernuria
PERNURIA Deformation of penury .  Suffering that you have due to some condition to the legs. 

perol
PEROL Chile, Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia: A metal bucket, spherical, with a short altitude and two ears, used for
cooking. In Spain: a cooking pot with a form like a wok, that is semispherical. In Perú is a traditional festival where
everybody is white dressed.

perpetun
PERPETUN error for PERPETUUM , perpetual in Latin .  1 .  In ancient times the PERPETUUM mobile was sought, an



artifact that moved perpetually without human intervention or the addition of new energies.  Obviously, against the
physical laws of dynamics.  Although there are very ingenious and efficient prototypes, it was never achieved.  Newton's
spheres are an example. 2 .  PERPETUUM is a deflationary tokens or currency of the digital financial world that installs
an ethereum and a bitcoin harvest farm with the benefits of tokenization or monetarism and token or coin platforms.  3 .  
Avatar Creations video game.  It's a persistent world MMORPG in which players pilot customizable robots on islands
connected by teleports. 

perro de monte
SPEothos venaticus, a species of mammal belonging to the canid family that lives in forests less than 1700 m.  n .  m . 
from Costa Rica and across South America to Paraguay and northeastern Argentina, in the green corridor, northeast of
Misiones Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be jagua yyvyguy 40, in Guarani 41, , fox vinegar, fox
pitoco , ? water dog, mountain dog, vinegar dog, jungle dog, 

perro mascota
PET PET DOG pet whose purpose is to serve only as accompaniment and entertainment (and work, it is worth
remembering) 

perro muerto en chile
DEAD DOG IN CHILE (do) dead dog is to leave a restaurant, pub, disco or similar enclosure intentionally without paying
the bill. 

persona batallosa
BATALLOUS PERSON neologism per battler person, who struggles to get ahead and achieve goals. 

persona maleducada
RUDE PERSON person who does not comply with the rules of civility.  Lack of respect. 

personal coach
PERSONAL COACH anglicism by personal trainer, which is dedicated individually to improve the physical and aesthetic
abilities of a student. 

perturbaciones
DISTURBANCES pl .  of DISTURBANCE, output from normality, anomaly

peruca
PERUCA Peluca , in Portuguese

peter pan
PETER PAN Peter Pan is a fictional character created by Scottish writer James Matthew Barrie for a play premiered in
London in 1904 called Peter Pan and Wendy.  The protagonist stays in childhood, does not want to grow up and hates
the world of adults.  This led psychologists and psychiatrists to call Peter Pan Syndrome pathologies in which this type
of behavior is noticeable. 

peter pan
PETER PAN Peter Pan is a fictional character created by Scottish writer James Matthew Barrie for a play premiered in



London in 1904 called Peter Pan and Wendy.  The protagonist stays in childhood, does not want to grow up and hates
the world of adults.  This led psychologists and psychiatrists to call Peter Pan Syndrome pathologies in which this type
of behavior is noticeable.  2 .  Walt Disney film, from 1953, based on the homonymous children's story, in which Wendy
Darling (Wendy Querida) reads tells stories to her brothers to fall asleep about the adventures of Peter Pan, the boy who
does not want to grow up, the fairy Tinker Bell (Tinker Bell) who takes them from London to Neverland, the pirate
Captain Hook and the crocodile who ate a hand and wants to go for more.  Disney produced a new version in 2003. 

peticionante
PETITIONER who makes a request or raises a request for granting (of something) 

petroestado
DOGTHEYTHE STATE oil producing country and that its economy depends on it as the main generator of foreign
exchange. 

petrolhead
PERROLHEAD anglicism for 'gasoline head', which in Chile and Argentina is called 'nut'; fan of everything that has to do
with the automotive world

pewma
PEWMA in Chile: Mapuche word that means illusion, dream.  Pewma responds to a type of communication and social
practice of ancestral culture, which has been integrated into current Mapuche artistic expressions. 

pez golfar
PEZ GOLFAR Pomatomus saltatrix In 2006 a 7-year-old girl was attacked by a GOLFAR fish on the beach of San Juan,
in Alicante, Spain, having to be hospitalized and surgically operated.  And it is that this fish is very aggressive and
attacks prey that are sometimes larger than its size.  It measures from 60 to 80 cms and weighs up to 12 kilos.  Its large
mouth consists of jaws of 15 or 16 teeth, the upper one, and from 18 to 20, the lower one, all of them steely and
triangular, arranged in the form of a saw, which is why it is also called sawfish.   The GOLFAR fish is the only one of the
genus Pomatomus, and in turn is the only one of the pomatomidos family.  They are a family of fish often included in the
carangidae family.

pez hueso
BONE FISH any fish that has a mainly calcified bone structure and few cartilaginous pieces, instead of having a
traditional complete cartilaginous structure.  Scientifically they are called osteichthyes osteichthyes, (from the Greek
osteon, "bone", and ichthus, "fish") commonly known as bony fish.  They are gnathostomous vertebrates that include all
fish endowed with internal bony skeleton, .  Together with the chondrichthyes (cartilaginous fish), they form the two large
groups comprising animals commonly called "fish", although there is a third group, that of jawless fish (lampreys and
mixines), with very few current representatives. 

pécoro
PÉCORO a pécora is a whore, then a pécoro is the one who trades sex with his own body

pérdida del habla
LOSS OF SPEECH muteness, temporary or permanent loss of the ability to make sounds with the mouth. 

pharmaton



PHARMATON is a drug based on energy supplements, recommended for moments of decay or needs of greater effort
and intellectual performance.  Also recommended for decay or lack of energy in cases of being affected or for example
by the changes of seasons. 

photoshoot
PHOTOSHOOT derived from photo, 'photo' and shoot, 'shoot'; means photo shoot. 

photshoot
Photshoot spam

phpinfo
PHPINFO information or information about PHP.  PHP is a programming language such as JAVASCRIPT, oriented to
the creation, development and maintenance of web pages, although it can also be used in other environments, and in
independent fields, such as the management of drones.  PHP has the feature of being open source (free) interpreted on
the server, which then sends HTML code to the user, while Javascript and phyton do it on the client.  The acronym
originally stood for PERSONAL HOMEPAGE Instead, today it stands for HYPERTEXT PREPROCESSING Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be hypertext preprocessor

physalis
PHYSALIS solanaceous plant, typical of tropical regions around the planet.  It has a small, spherical fruit, orange or
reddish, sometimes wrapped in small leaves.  It is a source of vitamin C and diuretic.  It is part of a multitude of natural
remedies, especially those indicated to strengthen the immune system.  It is also associated with the improvement of
respiratory and scarring problems.  It is used in treatments to lose weight because it is a low-calorie fruit. 

pica hielos
ICE PICK ERROR by ICE PICK PUNCH to chop the ice

picadas
PICADAS restaurants and pubs where you eat well and pay little. 

picaeta
PICAETA in the Valencian Community: the aperitif, what is taken and enjoyed

picahielos
ICE PICKS punch of steel or metal alloy with which to chop a bar, a layer, a dough or a set of pieces of ice that have
been glued together. 

picaporte roto
BROKEN DOORKNOB see DOORKNOB, system of closing and opening a door that has been damaged. 

piceta
PICETA .  Individual pizza up to 20 cms.  of diameter, but that in everything else is identical to traditional pizza. 

pichai



PICHAI Sundar Pichai (June 1972) , ? ? is an Indian-American computer scientist, the CEO of Google (2022). ?

pichucha
PICHUCHA In Paraguay : woman 2 .  In Colombia Pichuchas, "lavaperros", gigantón, more than 1 . 80 , handsome ,
with Tarzan air .  Although he could be a bully. 

picula
PICULA Tonino PICULA (1961- ) , Member of the Group of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats in the
European Parliament

piculina
PICULINA in Spain : prostitute

pidosa
PIDOSA SPAM

piedra de alumbre
ALUM STONE Allows the skin to perspire and does not damage it.  Alum stone is an excellent natural deodorant, Its
antiseptic, astringent and antiperspirant properties create a film that eliminates microorganisms, maintains the dryness
of the skin and prevents sweating and bad smell.  In fact, this is one of its main uses and, also, the most famous.  It is
also able to heal wounds and irritations, and is also a great ally against insect bites.  Alum is a type of double sulfate
composed of sulfate from a trivalent metal, such as aluminum, and another from a monovalent metal.  Generally refers
to potassium alum, whose formula is KAl (SO?) ?  .  12H? Or

piedra de lipe
LIPE STONE Lipe stone are calcium sulfate crystals whose formula is Cu²SO? ( H²O ) x in which x is a value from 1 to 5
.  If it is 5 it is said to be pentahydrate.  The color is a very beautiful bright blue similar to the 032 of the pantonera. 

pierna del teatro
LEG OF THE THEATER black fabric that hangs on the sides of the prosenium so that the public does not see the sides
of entry and exit. 

piernotas
PIERNOTAS of beautiful piernotas or of chubby legs. 

pijar
PIJAR pingar or pinjar .  of the Portuguese pejar .  Intr.  In the sugar mill: Stop the grinding.  In Mexico the term 'pija' is
widespread, but to name the screws (hardware store) conical or finished in tip, so that PIJAR is to manufacture pijas or
screw with pijas in Latin America pija is the penis, so that to bite is to urinate in many places. 

pilates
PILATES physical training system, created by Joseph Hubertus PILATES at the beginning of the twentieth century,
which involves the participation of the mind, as in yoga, where the control of breathing and relaxation are fundamental,
and spring-type mechanical equipment that is based on improving the muscles with special concern for centering the
spine,   which is why it is used as a rehabilitative therapy. 



pillatre
PILLATFRE error by PILLASTRE , person who is doing pullerias , pillo , evil

pillín y cepillín
PILLÍN Y CEPILLÍN See CEPILLÍN a famous Mexican clown named Ricardo González Gutiérrez who sang "yo soy
Cepillin PILLIN pillín" and who had a doll called Pillín.  He was born in February 1946 and died in March 2021, aged 75. 


